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This new book iB a great advance on anything hereto¬
fore published in this line. It gives a practical and In Voice Culture a
easily understood presentation of every writable thing
Studio, 8 Euc
in the notation of music. The book abounds in new
Mr.
Brooks is a pu
and ingenious features to interest the pupil. Every im¬
portant subject is treated from so many sides that even
the dullest pupil can easily understand the subject under
JAM
consideration. It is thorough, clear , in explanations
LEiP
and helps, and particularly practical in the directness
PIANIST,T
with which it exhausts each fact presented. Any pupil
who faithfully works out its exercises will be a correct
and rapid reader of music, instrumental or vocal.
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This Beginners Instruction Book is a thor¬
oughly practical work. Every exercise has been
tested for years in actual practice. It contains
everything a progressive teacher might desire.
There is nothing antiquated, nothing difficult,
nothing dull.
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lew Studies by Well-Known Authors.

I

1708 CHESTHUT ST

PIANOFORTE.
BIE?IX, ALBERT. Op. 152. Ten Easy and Melodious Trill
Etudes. (3 A)...—......1 25
Just the thing for the practice of the trill. -The studies are melodi¬
ous and unusually useful, because, of the fact that the trills are divided
between the different fingers in each study, thus equalizing the devel¬
opment of trill-playing and finger action,
I'<M> E,E, AKTFilTJR. Op. 27. 9 Klavier 8tudfen, (3B-4B)150
■ For the musical and technical development. Should be.examined by
.every piano teacher. j
i '
»
tKHRI.< TTj CCtBir. Op 198. Sixteen Melodious Etudes for
Young Players. {2 A-B).„....1 25
Exceedingly melodious and technically useful, combining different
forms of finger practice with rhythmic and artistic points of great value
to young pupils,
' ;'
Op. 199. Sixteen Progressive Etudes for more advanced Pupils.
(2 BO).,.....r......„.......l 25
Every ;teacher will welcome this addition to the limited list of easy
and beneficial studies. Tunefulness and pedagogic merit are the strong
characteristics of the entire set. •; J

VIOLIN.
DAKCliA, CSKA.®.- Op. 194, Twelve Easy and Melodious
j£tndes for Violin, with Accompanimentof a Second Violin...!.1 26
c Of great value to the teacher whAwttSSamelpdy and practical technical utility combined. . The set contains excellent examples'in easy
form of all different styles of bowing and difficulties.
'

WOS $4.60each, withou
^
O, Music Bo

VOCAL.
8TITR1I, WILH. Twelve Vocalises (easy and progressive) for
;
Soprano, or Tenor. (In Press). ...............160
Vocal teachers should see and use these studies. Progressive, melo;dlc. with good accompaniments, they should interest every pupil, while
ideas of vocalization.

Graded Novelty List and other Catalogues
sent upon applleation.

MalL Orders solicited and promptly filled
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A German version of Finck’s
Works” is soon to appear.

Wagner and his

A new piano methoA^byHlqseffy is to be ready next
spring, it will command attention.
Emelio Pizzi, who wrote the opera for Patti’s present
tour, in consequence of its success, is overrun with orders.
The case of Dr. Hans von Biilow, who has been.ill, but
recently began active work again, is pronounced hopeless.

met with success. An‘orchestr
been formed and Mr. Franko e
a move in the right direction
encouraged.

“We are so accustomed to con
in matters musical that, perhap
at the following; criticism of
Gewatodhaus Orchestra. And
that this is not the only .onto w
timely attack:: by the wood-wind
tions were very unprofessiona
criticism is also derogatory.

The opera season in New
Metropolitan Opera House with
artists. Thirty-six different w
list. Hegner, Gounod, Verd
Saint-Saens, Mozart, as well as
composers. It is expected tha
The representations are well g
grand opera may. be said to
Philadelphia and other near-b
cluded in the series.

POREIG

Ovide Mubin, the great French violinist, has given a. ■ Sir Arthur Sullivan is revi
prominent place on his programs to a novelette by Ad. M.
Royal Opera, Berlin.
Foerster, of Pittsburgh.
A new work on instrumenta
New York critics complain that there is a lack of re¬ has appeared at Leipsic.
hearsals in opera, symphony, and other high-class concerts.
D’Albert’s first opera, “ Th
Work cannot be replaced by talent._____v-.
commended by the critics at Ka
Theo. MoeIiUNG, familiar to Etude readers through
It is reported that Boite h
his frequent contributions to its pages, died at his home
“ Romeo,” and that it is in Ver
in Philadelphia, at the age of 72 years.
Two Paris journals, Figaro
Joseph Slivtnski, a much-vaunted Polish pianist; has for the erection of a montoment
failed of success in hie-series of piano Recitals. There is a
A production of the whole o
little discernment of taste in America yet.'
works took place in November a
Mr. H. C. Krehbiel delivered a lecture on “ Folk Song
It is reported that Gounod le
in America,” with vocal illustrations, before the New York
Schoolmasters’ Club. It was an interestimg subject charm¬ ‘ ‘ Maitre Pierre.” It may be p
ing!) given.
’
Saint-Saens has not been rem
-written in the Greek ve
musicr
The habit of leavingiseats before the close of a concert
is al
*
onoun *c n Leipe 3 t 1 is muci > < ^ :d
of. So we may cohcltict&Miat America is alone in the
commission of uujiesl sins
;
The' New York JPhllharmonic, Anton Seidl, conduc¬
tor, successfully gaye 'as its'first concert of the season a
program containing a Schumann symphony;‘Bach cumbers
Scored t Mr.-Seidl, and
ext rj
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. Sir George Elvky, a well-kn
poser a id • jndu t i died if a

*.)i art cycles t tendin
December. 5th, seven perfc ma

For «aok of vacancies, the I
ept onb 168 out of 834 candid

isfer of the voice, and are therefore equally suitable for all voices.
They will be found most useful studies, and so melodious in character as to be practically songs without words.
_JUST PUBLISHED.
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ALBUM OF TWENTY NEW SONGS. •
(English and German Words!

By JAQUES BLUMENTHAL.
These Songs are considered to be the finest work ever produced by
this Eminent Composer.
Paper Cover, $1.50.

Cloth, $2.00.

GEORGE<SfcOSSMITH’S

SONGS,
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Never speak harshly to
Lessons
isons onght
ought to he
be given
jn, again, the drudgery
_By J. L. ROECKEL. Then,
lila. A most effecti
the child.
LATEST ADDITION TO ROYAL EDITION. children their notes is to
keys. A few interesting a
lesson makes the stndy of
SONGS FROM THE ORATORIOS.
who, instead of sometime
A collection of Solos for all voices from standard works. All in orig¬ the door of the room in w
will rush into the room , wi
inal keys, with original accompaniments.
is more difficult to undo t
no reason why they shou
Write for our Catalogues.
Free on Application. sary care being bestowed
lesson should be devoted t
the child to distinguish
SOIJE agents for
chords. Children’s ears
it is by this means one can
ENOCH & SONS, London
k
No amount of training
musician unless it has a m
PATTEESON & SONS, Edinburgli,
told enongh of the liveB o
they play. It is always
JAMES BATH, London, something of the individ
studied. The ideal teach
the love of gain. Only t
passioned love, and wh
reverend regard for their
ture to teach the art of m
It is well that musici
3 EAST FOURTEENTH ST. that if they want to make
they mast begin at the r
NEW YORK CITY.
they should begin with th
“ THIS SWEETEST SONG,”
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GENUINE METRONOMES.
We have just received a new importation of
the finest Maelzel Metronomes direct from
France.

Without Bell,
With
“

Price $3.00.
“
4.50.
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here for pupils also.
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inspiration. Perhaps i
teach a beginner wise
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fail not to give it the re
tinguished musician wh
professors of music ha
Mother was my Music
questioned he would r
teacher I ever had, for
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RATTLEBQRO

A New and OriginaLPublication.
EIGHT FUGUES,

By JOHANN SEBASTIAN BAOH,
With Analytical. Expositions in COLORS and Ap¬
pended Harmonious Seheqnjea—:

By BERNARDUS BOEKELMA N.
A highly approved edition and endorsed by the following promt*
nent artiste
O. W. Chadwick, E. A. McDowell, A. M. Duvemoy, Arthur Foote,
Kiel* W.Gade, Fr.Qemaheiin, Alex.Guilmant, August Horn, Walter
McFarren, A. C. Mackenzie, William Mason, .H. W. Nicholl, Carl
Beinecke,Dr. Hugo Kiemann, Moritz Eosenthal, Samuel P. Warren,
Arthur Frledheim, Fanny Bloomfield-Zeialer, etc.
■ Copies for sale by

THEODORE PRESSES!,
1708 Ohestmit Street,

Philadelphia.

No one ever said pr
pressed. Would that
again; Chopin alone c
Chopin’s phase of thou
ality. It is himself tha
express Chopin. Ther
ably. Chopin is not w
morbid at times. HiB
and incapable of devel
that invites enlarged tr
sion, of Chopin is an e
thought or thoughtfulne
he writeB is the produc
intellect.
It is a poet’s dream

“ Ol some land far
■. Where music and m

He limits our hopes.
shall brace up men of
and yet it is beautiful as
the mist; as the white

7. Valsette-.....'....
.40
8. Histories®..........40
_ 9,Doll’s Waltz....................
..40
10. little Ballade......... .40
11. Melody....... .40
12. Ennui Valse........... .40
13. Spring. 3ong......
.40
14. Marche Triumphale......40
15. Fairy Tale.............40
16. Valse Rococo-.......
17. Back Me to Sleep,....
18. Tarantelle.................
.41
19. Little Theme.....40
20. Take Gracieuse..........
.40
FOUR HAND8.

t

KlSihig, C. Rosebuds, Op. 313. Twelve instructive pieces with¬
out octaves:— .
No. 1. Slumber Bong....-....80.25
2. Conversation.......20
8. ASolian Harp.....45
4. Children’s Dance.i..
.40
5. Out in the Green......„.40
6. Savoyard Shepherd Boy ...... .40
7. Village Scene.
.50
8. Friendship.....-.40
9. Roguery^.
.40
10. In the Meadow...40
11. CosBack Dance............
60
12. Ball-room Memories .....50

PIANO STUDIES, ETC,
Blemann, Dr. H. Comparative Piaoo School, theoretical and
practical. A guide to the study of the most important educational
works for the Pianoforte, completed by the addition of selected
material. Materials in four books:—
- *
Book 1. Elementary School...81.50
2. Preliminary Technical Studies for developing strength,
independence, and fluency in the fingers, for producing
the various kinds of touch, and for insuring control of
dynamic shading.....$1.50
3. Melodic Ornaments. Directions for executing the orna¬
ments of melody correcrty-and in proper Ftyle.$1.50
4 Rhythmical Problems, Triplets, Doublets, Quartettes,
Quintettes, etc.:..
-

VOCAL STUDIES.
Banptner, Til. Voice Culture. Anew theoretical and practical
school of singing for the use of all voices according to the most
approved principles...........$2.50

OHSAN.
Tl*e Organist’s Albnin. A collection of classical and modern
music for the organ in the church and home, selected and
adapted by D. F. Stillman.
Two volumes, each...........-$1.50
The fi
. flume contains ?*} different choice pieces on 82 pages
" of music.. •
The second 73 pieces on 87 pages of mnsic.
vV.
Complete catalogue of publications furnished free of charge
: on application.
■■■, Any of the foregoing mentioned compositions sent for examination.
:

Pallistiers—¥M. EOHLFING & SONS—Imorters.

charm the eye 1 Still more
plate such a face, ennobled
which an earnest mental lif
its physical beauty; but mos
inspiring, is it to look npon
shining through, glorified by
periences of life, has left its
id line. Such a’ soul-sens
'woman, moves profoundly th
So when we take up a maste
externals of meter and rhym
the ear, thus contributing to
^higher plane of enjoyment
logical development of the
of the diction, the symmetry
all which appeal to the cr
But what mighty power for
addition to these sensuous a
it possesses the power to m
love for “ the good, the true
fasten abiding lessons of virt
So again, when we open the
through its mute symbols,
impressed thought and emo
powerless to xpress, we sho
and hear with the “ ear of th
ous beauty of the tone in mel
bat also the deeper, sweete
' are built up into period and
rounded whole, to the satisfa
of the musician. If now,
able to enter into the great
feel with hiin the deep erp
late expression, and have
pathy with his, and lifted in
above the common impress
we have experienced som
unique power of music to e
of him who has “ ears to
proachable Beethoven wrote
ing couplet, which all of n
continually in our music stu

Wer die Dicbte
Muss in Dichter
the sense of which is:

He who the poe
Must go into the

—

It may be on account
sure. Until within recent years America has been the
of all irien that music ha
' dumping ground for the scum of all European nations, guage.” This euphonio
and in poor musicians Germany led the van. Every restricted meaning; it ha
good-for-naught who was a perfect failure at home put cians and-' the •■laity ■ wit
Out for America, just as some of pur own “ good fellows” Mnsic is a universal lang
one form or another, it is
who like to live without exertion go west. Every con- standings. But it is erro
vivial Teuton who could fiddle for a country dance ^tvas? that all music is understo
fully qualified to become a professor of music in the born Volapnk. With this
great American Eldorado. He needed no further en¬ true.
In every age and cou
dorsement than his nationality and his foreign accent. expressions that have b
AH Germans were fine musicians of course. It is there¬ repugnant. Races have
fore no wonder that in regard to Germans and German bo thoroughly that the
epoch now appear unbe
music our people said, We will have no more of them.
tored Earppeari would
To the few real representative German musicians best performance of Asia
found in our country twenty to thirty years ago, and to of this art is no more th
the many excellent gentlemen of foreign birth who are even though he be famil
now laboring among us, I need make no apology. They than is the knowledge
be acquired only by study
need no better vindication’than the exposition of those
It may be contended th
who misrepresent their nationality and their art. But. age to dance, weep, or si
we need to remind our brother educators that this con¬ thus affected. It is true
humble or great, may be
dition of affairs no longer exists.
land, home, religion,grie
Creditable things are being done in our own country, that all human brings fe
and they deserve pur encouragement and fostering care. There are melodies whic
Yet when we study and fix standards we must drink at each of ris from the “ lap
the fountain head. And'while the Germans are farthest - all.” Indeed, there is n
the illiterate adult. It a
advanced in some branches of music, they may as truly all the other artB combin
be said to be great in little things, for ho other musicians the ages. While all this
have written such wholesome music for young people main that man does not
his hearing powers so
and for learners in every stage of advancement.
training, and that the un
Sorely one motive for studying a work by a fine author or only a feeble one, frdm
is that the stndent shall gradually assimilate Ms thought. noblest tone-poemB. Th
Thinking and feeling^ the thought of a greafmlnd, this music may bring forth in
is education in its broadest sense. Is it not true of a of a character somewhat
shapes a familiar scene.
work by a great painter or a great musician as well? enjoy again the simple
Is it not true of the smallest thing done by the smallest' association of such music
thoughts must be to the
child in school ?
earth,
earthy.” It is wh
Again I say: “ Classic Literature’ ’—why riot ‘ * Classic
from onr mafenal existen
Music' ’ ? The line of demarcation is much the same— exalted Bong. Only then
* the logical, the inconsistent, the true,: the false, the timentE—unspeakable tho
reality, the iiriitation, We only insist on having the symbols, called words
best of everything. Life is too short to be frittered Homer nor Virgil has w
ov if and the w rksbf
away on that which is. trivial. Why study poor music spoken' to their respecti
when the best is to be so easily had ?
The rainbow itself, acro
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then, indeed, is the re
couBpicnous bodily con
artistic ability ; the les
* ’
the artist. Necessary m
are few and simple.
hand motion (from the

(from elbow only). The

We have, also, unavoid
dental motions—such
hips when playing upp

thinks about these unav
cise common sense c
attention to such matt

ness. Consider w6ll
training in these prim
appearance as regards
graceful appearance i
to be desired. To acq
tion upon the primal
will take care of thems
others are controlled.
a8snmed by not a few
well, is degrading to
natural and apparently
parts of the body whic
digital manipulation a
out deliberate attempt
nerismB which divide
the musical interpreta
scions mannerisms sh
By W. F. GATES*
and persistent manne
, 4l
.
tempted teachings of
PRIOB
81.SO ‘
repulsed.
Perhaps unconsciou
ized
by strong concen
The ve
bast savings on musical topics, chosen
.
lliAn/vhf inHaiTAinniTW*
from the hi: eat rank of
thought to developing
the successful interp
170 AUTHORS IN 600 QUOTATIONS. Ameria the restless,
people is ever ready,
Every teacher—every student—should own Mutloal It may do for Miss Ba
Moaaloa. Instructive, practical, interesting and fascisystem of graceful
naong|
“ modern■” if she can
a presentation volume it cannot be excelled.

MUSICAL MOSAICS.

Chorus with Organ Aeeompanlmeiit.

class recitals have been fo
however;
another and an eq
“A ttrensc .work!” will bo the mental comment of the reader or
hoar* of this new cantata. The highly dramatic text, iu part a para¬
value cannot escape the th
phrase of Scripture, in part original Teree, ii-well int together, and
although thus far it has no
effectively illustrated by the accompanying music; the urgau-part is
provided with careful directions ior the registration, and forms an
I allude to musical examin
eloquent conimen:ary on the progress ol the story. From the abundant
variety offered iu the cour.-e of the cantata, the Soprano Solo No. 3 /^Examinations have neve
(“ I will lay me down in peace ’’), and the Tenor Solo No. 6 (“ How long,
0 Lord, wilt Thou forget me?”), seem peculiarly worthy of special tidents and are not likely to
mention, and are also published separately under the title of “Two
Even among teachers of ot
Sacied Solos for Soprano and Tenor, fn-m the Cantata,” etc.—With the
idea of rounding out the story of the relations of David to the house of
many , who .have taken up
Saul, the.com|K>ser suggests that, alter the Anttplioual Chorus No. 4, a.
they never have been disca
Scriptural Interlude be interpolated, embracing about 40 verses from the
Bible, to be read by the minister in charge of the services.' The time
many more years of disli
occupied by the performance, including the above interlude, is stated
at one hour. '
. : .
;
’ reason that the advantages
disadvantages, if there be s
8. Jadassohn, Manual of Harmony.
Translated from the latest augmented and carefully revised German on the other-hand, they a
Edition by Dr. Th. Baker. Cloth, net. $2 00.
Why this should be so is di
0 In most modern -works iresting of that eminently practical art
called Harmony, there is" noticeable a distinct tendency to theorize, not
Without entering into t
to say dogmatize.' Their authors are somewhat iu the position of
regarding a few of the ma
cei tain eminent moralists, who, froip long-continued dinning into the
ears of p.or humanity how it ougltl to get to heaven, forget to point
result from examinations to
on! a practicable path. ' Don’t do this I-Beware of that!’ is the burden
of their discourse. The end and aim of instruction in Harmony should
quarter. We must, howev
be to teach such a free and skilful handling of the chords as shall form
such an examination shoul
the best possible preparation for the: study of Counterpoint.... A set of
hardandfict rules, admitting of innumerable exceptions in practice; a
nical performance of one o
constant reference'to the way Handel did .this and Mozart did that and
Cherubini did the other, or an elaborate exposition of a fine spun theory
should extend to the theor
by some (undeniably great) theorist, doe* not give the average pupil of
to-day the quick insight and the recognition of broad musical truths
as a knowledge of it iB req
which lie dt-sbes. The result of such methods is bound to be either a
pretation of compositions
painful process of unlearuiug and disillusionment, or a mnsical intelli-.'-1-geuce hampered by rule arid rote. Prof. Jadassohn, a well-equipped
pnpil8’ ability. This
By DUDLEY BUCK.

Price, SI.OO.

musician and gifted composer, in whose works (to quote Riemann s
fan:
remark on the> turnons
Canons) ‘the fetters of fortn_arfr nowhere felt,’
both feels and understands the needs of the modern-student.
‘We
derive what we call our rules,’, he writes in the Preface, ‘from the
work* of.the classic masters; lint at the same t le we find so great a
number of exceptions to the rnlt-s, that the latter often seem doubtful
to the pupil.’ As air example, lie enumerates the progressions oi the
seventh, which in the bod.v of the work are carefully explained and
illustrated. And again: ‘ Whoever wishes to get real benefit from this
book, mnst not be satisfied with merely learning and understanding the
principles and.rules given in it. He must also learnHtTappiy'them
practically, with the freedom of an artist. . . , Let no one,be con¬
tent wttii working out ona part uf these exerolBes; each of them is no
arranged, that the pupil learns the application of a rule in as many and
various foiins as possible.’ And the uunterous exercises,supplemented
by an Appendix contalningjpqpions examples replete with suggesth ns
for working them out, are not only instructive, but really so attractive
as to lead the pupil to throw his wholesoul into Ills work. For it is not
dry theory, but living reality, wherewith.the pages of this book provide
him; 'and he must be a dullard indeed who cannot learn.to master the
combinations so gradually developed and so thoroughly explained.”

For Sale by all Music Dealers.
Thp MonShly.EnHotinB issuedby Gh Sohirmer are
in valuable to all interested inllusio. Will be sent free
to any address..
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examination into tw
oft!
viz. ^Theoretical and Prac
by presenting to the class w
ing to time division, accen
pression marks, key signa
ments of phrasing, etc,;
interpretation of a given
arpeggio playing, and in
v, some reading at Bight, W
of the whole clap, such an
to the purpose in view, w
whqjBe value can scarcely
should omit the considerat

entailed by the preparati
from each pupil. .
That, however, which m

would not be allowed to play. Of course, this was a in a secondary sense, if at
ference of opinion as to
serious matter.
With the dispute we have nothing to do, but there effect. While I write cHte
Beems to he a rather large opportunity for improvement perienced teacher, older i
mistakes notwithstanding a
in professional ethics.
ft,have
had.
The fostering of American industries (of which wej
One
mistake that I have
hear bo much in politics) seems to have struck the\
'(this
one,
is made exclusive
musical profession, particularly the orchestral portion
ning
of
their
professional c
of it, with-a vengeance. No doubt it is eminently
proper to look out for home interests, but it would up their class by personal
appear that it certainly might be done without violating demand a certain number
any principle of professional ethics. And. let me whis¬ can get twelve pupils ” is o
per in your ear that the best way to protect your own can’t get twelve pupils I w
The latter is very liable
interests is to be thoroughly, completely, and artistically
did
in a case which came be
capable, and you will assuredly be in demand. The rule
months
since) that “ We do
of life is that we can compel justice when we are com¬
yon stay or not.” A very
petent. Exceptions only prove the rule.
tainly deserved. And all
*
*'
*
*
*
already possesses good tea
The other day a writer in a technical weekly alluded
confidence. People do no
_to the celebrated Glasgow caHe, where a comparatively
from
a good and well prove
modem fiddle had been sold as a Strad. for a large sum.
Ail the ex pertB were agreed that the fiddle had a mag¬ aiding a new teacher to get
nificent tone, and it was only upon certain microscop¬
Young teacher, if you
ical details of workmanship and trade knowledge that it
certain town take one pupi
was decided that the fiddly was not by Stradivari, but by
the elder Chanot. The writerthen commence on fashion right, and it will not be lo
in instruments, continuing that it would be 'infra dig. there are otherj^eachers in
for a Sarasate or a Norman-NSruda fo play on a twenty- sure yon know what you
pound fiddle so long as instruments are to be obtained
When the English Admir
costing from five hundred pounds to a thousand.^ The
following novel idea is further made: “What method French fleet in the Medit
would 1 suggest for insuring the performance of abso¬ close in shore. Nelson rem
lute justice to all violin makers, ancient and modern? room for a French ship to
Simply make the audience in eadh-ease^the judge. At
English ship to anchor; a
all concerts where violin soIob are played, publish the
i
name of the violin maker on the programme, just as the French fleet and the
names of pianoforte makers are. We constantly seei tion and eventually a victo
‘ Herr Wfihtzyssehmm will perform upon one of Messrs. action meant nothing less
Excelsior’s grand pianos-’ Why should we notalso
p
Another mistake some t
read'that M. Paganiniwisky will play npon one of
Messrs. Bridge, Post & Co.’s violins?”—Musical Opin-. case not always young one
methods and results of the
■ 'ion. y.
According to the above reprint, “ all things are nott ing out their failings and
what theyseem.” We have heard of ..other instancess teachers may be wrong, a
where experts have been deceived. Under such circnm-- teacher better, bnt-the t

must rest can then be successfully laid by imitation and is the chief criterion both
simple description, the result being that much earlier in one is to study, and yet T
life will artistship be attained, and all the dry drudgery to piano playing.in earne
will have been done half as play, and in the years which old. Clara Schumann sho
have permitted it to be forgotten, as is the case in learn¬ music till the age of nine/
ing the mother tongue. Let those who assert that the
. Perry while he studied
voice must be let'alone till the age of eighteen or twentyj more during the five yea
bear in mind that Adelina Patti, the greatest pure ^“sixty-fourth year than at a
vocalist, the most perfect colorateur singer among
Some years ago oue of t
women of the nineteenth century, made her debut at nati was Mr. Werner S
the age of sixteen, in the city of New York, in 1.859, winters as a pupil, with Ch
using for the purpose that extremely difficult role, the the age of twenty six. T
character of Rosina in the “ Barber of Seville. ”
tageous time may range,
Her brother-in-law, Maurice Strakosh, told me with age of four to sixty-four.
his own lips that he gave her lesBonB every day for b!x it?
years. It is dangerous not to begin to train the voice
early, and I believe that the raw, crude singing, without
RES
lessons, of talented girls ^exhibitions of day and Sun¬
day schools, are now doing ten times more harm than
H. 0. M
all the quack voice teachers in the country could
possibly accomplish. There is nothing worse for chil¬
A Radical Sugg
dren than to sing, as our children do, with unmusical
models before them, and not fostered by the sensitive
After all’s said and don
but potent influences of a musical atmosphere. An times the story is told to d
Italian child, instinctively, from the beauty of : his lan¬ ■ ing ears.
guage and from coastant hearing of pure voices, cannot
In teaching; a certain
help staging cor^ct^craes,- but an American child instruction of the pupil.
squeezes her throat, shrieks through her. nose, soreatns '.certain order of procedure
too high, mumbles the words, and in general makes a adopted; this is called a m
miserable, inartistic business of singing.
The method is the teach
*■

*

.*

„

vr

*

Your second -question is ^whether one may be
considered a good piano teacher who possesses no
knowledge of theory.
I answer it emphatically, “ No,” one cannot be con¬
sidered a good anything who has not Borne knowledge
of the grammar—that is, structural laws—-of musical
composition:—cannot be. a good singer, good organist,
good pianist, a good teacher, a good amateur, a good
* listener, a good connoisseur,—a good anything,—who is
notable to analyze, at least to some extent, the struc.
tore and follow the windings qf the composers’ thoughts.

primarily concern the pup
This accounts for the fa
sumes an undue importanc
Snppose yon were taugh
hand was necessary in pl
ternal, always in Bight, is a
Therefore, as you were dr
in and day out, and loo
teachers and pupils who
After a few years’ teachin
less gifted pupils are so bl
that they are unable' to app

Very valuable to teacher as well as to scholar,
and indispensable to those who study music as a
science. Bound in boards, price 50 cents ; liberal
discount to teachers.

OPERETTAS—“ The Lottery Ticket.”
BY HUBBARD T. SMITH.

A humorous opera in two acts'; with Piano ac¬
companiment. ‘ Words and music unusually good.
The plot is perfectly clean and full of comic situa¬
tions. Four characters (two ladies and two gen¬
tlemen) in the cast. Time of production about 30
minutes. Price 60 cents.

“A NEW YEAR’S RECEPTION.”
Comic Operetta, in Two Acts, with Piano
Accompaniment.
BY HUBBARD T. SMITH.

Twelve characters in the cast (six ladies and six
gentlemen). Sweet, melodious, tuneful, sparkling
-music.. Bright, witty, humorous, clean dialogue.
Amusing,; diverting, entertaining situations. Time
of production about one hour. Price 00 cents.
Orchestra parts to both of the above .Operettas
may bfe hired at a reasonable price from the pub¬
lishers.
.-.
Our sheet music catalogue mailed free to any ad¬
dress on- application. O ur publications may tie ob¬
tained from any first-class music dealer in the
United States; if for any reason your dealer does
not keep our publications in stOckTor delays getting
them for you, send direct to us. • ■'
' .

JOHN F. ELLIS & CO.
. .;
937 Pennsylvania Ave.,
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Contrast should be kept
program, although it is not th
“ Evening Bells,” T. Kullak
and- pleasing. Suppose that
in a boat on some Swiss la
Mar one of those small and li
founding sweetly through th
they all cease conversation to
of a nun sounding out in an a
is a soulful volce of some one
grief and blighting bitterness
and 'victorious'' soul. This so
parte, as the breezes waft to
nearer' they hear it continuo
voice is heard with a choru
voice again comes in fragme
the distance, and nothing bn
little bell are heard.'
Now we will give a piece
above, “ The Jolly Huntsm
No. 2. This is an easy piec
It should be played by some
ment, one who has more than
to do it well, that its apirit a
may be.well brought out. A
- have read a hunting scene as
will easily picture to thems
music. -The “ Hunter’s Hor
morning air. The horses ar
the dogs are eager for the fra
excitement. As the hnntin
grounds the hills, echo back
The Coda of the piece can
and capture of some game w
“ Good1 Night,” by Schyt
bnt a suggestion, the audienc
or herself, an imaginative pic
“ good night ” spoken by a
■ friend to a"friend when le
going oat info the night? B
to some other boy s sister?
continued sweetness?' The

. Now, we often hear talk of the possibility of establish¬
ing opera in the language of the country. Until we do
that we shall never have opera that we can call our own;
as a form of art, opera will never become native to the
soil till it is given to us with English text. Then and
then only may we hope to see the people take to it as
they do to the drama. And when the people have made;
it their own, the American school of composition wilt
arise. But the people will never take to English opera
till they Can understand the words which are sung to
them, and that is a consummation which seems to me to
be a long way off. It has been my fortune to hear a good
many performances of opera in English in the last dozen
years, and I can say frankly, that I have seldom met with
a singer whose enunciation was even tolerable.
>
. At the outset, I asked whether there was any substantial
reason why a singer should not pronounce the words of
a Bong well. Personally, I do not believe there is, though
professors of singing have tried to convince me that in
many cases the difficulties are insuperable. The whole
trouble, it seems to me, is with the position of the larynx.
I am not a teacher of singing, and 1 do not presume to
instruct those who are teachers ; I merely offer ub a sug¬
gestion and fruitful subject of study, with a grave end in
view, namely, the ultimate naturalization of opera—the
possibility of overcoming all laryngeal obstacles to a
clear and intelligible pronunciation of the vowels. I am
aware that the subject is receiving attention. I know
that some teachers think they have solved the problem.
I sincerely hope they have, bat I have not yet met with
the practical results of the solution
My duties as mu¬
sical critic of the' New York Times bring toe into the
pre8enctf~'of nearly every public Singer, young or old,
.who appears in the metropolis in the conree of the sea¬
son, and I reiterate that the Btate of the art of pronun¬
ciation among our native Bingera is most discouraging.
For some reason these vocalists seem to have little or
imperfect knowledge of the accepted methods of modi¬
fying those vowel.sounds which:are diametrically opposed
to the position of the larynx in certain registers—as, for
instance, the u sonnd in the upper, or the ee sound in the
lower register. They do not modify; they radically
change. And. they are so *oareless and slovenly with

advantage. In my opinion
to be performed first on
Playing scales with both
apart 1b also very nseful
with the relative distances
Every pupil knows, or
^positions of the hand used
white keys), the high (on
' (the thumb coverings, bla
vice versa). When you h
it is nSefnl because easier t
done by sliding the finger
to be struck. For instanc
in the first position, say f a
third, and fifth finger), is t
so that the next grip wo
sharp, and f sharp. The
glide with the thumb up
second and third finger to
the fifth finger strikes f, th
Slid up to f sharp, and cov
the hand is now in an obli
f sharp and little finger f),
the hand gainB the high po
grip. : '

Fnrthermore, in all pla
jump, whilst the other do
first leisure instant to ju
strike, and that as quick as
over the right key ready to
the other hand that has
proper place; Or with ot
: should always move first.
often allows thehand to ju
value of the first note seem
hand. -v
Before I proceed to my
—eyes off 1 The first step
cult, bat soon yon will fee
your movements, and the
the absence of nervousne
Bnbjeot to when he haB
missing a key or losing hiB
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much and what; indigestion is freq
fortable, if not as dangerous, as starv
As it happened, circumstances pre
lady from studying with me, but wit
tainly, she was, I fancy, one of th
natures, particularly antipathetic to t
disposition. Such spirits do occasi
rub us up the wrong way, but let n
them—anything is better than stagn
they ask questions which embarrass
not be able to answer satisfactorily

moment. In such cases it is better
knowledge the necessity or time to th
can stndy over the point together.
more questions in five minutes than
*
.t
answer m a life-time; there is noth
long ran by acting the part of tin g

to all sorts and oonditions of men, and a large share of
the philanthropic spirit, then you will “pass muster ’ as
a country music teacher.
I regard the work of an earnest country music teacher
as the missionary field of music, and I believe that
many obscure representatives of this class practise a no
lesB heroic self-sacrifice, exert an influence no less up¬
lifting (in its way), than do those engaged in recognized
missionary work. They are the pioneers of music who
must reclaim the waste places of uncultivated musical
taste, break up the soil, sow the seed, nurture it pa¬
tiently, laboriously, and thus prepare the way for the
onward march of a higher state of-musical cultivation.
If I have seemed to give undue emphasis to the in¬
tensely practical side of this subject it is because it
exists as an important factor in real life.
Hpppily, there is another and more attractive side to
the subject. For all life’s ills there is compensation ;
and it is in the realization of the higher ideal that we
must seek and find it. In this connection there are
many pleasing features to be considered.
There is the inspiring assurance that no earnest, welldirected effort iB lost, even if it does not receive in
return a money equivalent. Then, in beautiful contrast
to the lack of refined taste, the ignorance and coarse¬
ness of nature from which a finer nature recoils, the
indifference which disheartens and at times well nigh
paralyzes oar efforts—stand out, like lovely flowers
‘ amid noxious weeds, many instances of those whose
innate refinement and true nobility render them sympa¬
thetic, thoughtful, quick- to appreciate and co-operate
with ua in onr work.
If we must grapple, with the careless pupils and those
so dull that no process short of a surgical operation will
introduce ideas into their brains, we have as an antidote
the.bright and attentive pupils, whose natures seem to
be in perfect harmony with onr own, who prove suscep¬
tible to all good' influences, assimilate onr teaching
readily, and whose attainments are a source of pride
and delight to themselves and to ns.
It may not be foreign to thiB line of thought to con¬
sider, as a slight compensation, the* rich fund'of amuse-

faintest idea whether Bach and B
or dead. To day I have many p
play, but study and analyze some
great masters and the works of th
romantic composers; a class of p
dered .-programmes of such musi
Btyleas to prove a real enjoyment
TheBe pupils are in turn exerti
their homes and in the social an
which they are members, with the r
in good mnsic is Bteadily growing,
more general, protracted, and int
higher grade of music is in dem
homes the valuable publications
well as many other fine editions of
supersededthe antiquated instructi
tion of popular melodies,” the tra
sheets of the Grobe and Mack typ
And I maintain that results equa
may be attained by most . country t
will and are not afraid to exert the
I insist upon the study of go
quality of a teacher’s work may b
tain extent by the mnsic which he
To accomplish lasting results,
pupils something more than to
deeper. Teach them to analyze
play, its form, harmonic and m
Encourage them to study musical
and to read all good mnsical li
subjects for Bpecial study.
Com
Much of this work can be don
means of the weekly class meetin
ways innumerable to render the
successful.
. v
To carry out this idea involve
for the teacher, bat it is indispensa
The only way to raise the public m
level of popular trash is to brin
good music within their reach.
teachers and pnpils are invaluable
something more is necessary.. Try

piano instractio.n should commence with the seventh or this, perhaps, more enter
eighth year with children who show that which is gen¬ who give their children u
erally called a musical ear.
teacher who has nothing qui
But musical ear, talent, and the ability of quick and rather, training them to p
energetic comprehension do not alwayB go together. possible time, sin against
Musical talent itself is composed of a great many com-,; ■children and kill it from t
ponents which show themselves different in different - and authorize them from th
people. Musical ear, sense for rhythm, time, or melody*'- for the careless and superfici
technical ability, expression, as well as a productive onsneBS of first instruction o
vein, sure all qaalities which are found united' but sel¬ and itis the place of the inte
dom in one and the same person.
labors of his pupils by perso
Many people possess technical talent only; theyde- . by judicious insertion of m
velop an often astonishing mechanical skill of the fin¬ pieces as well as exercises.
gers, but lack one or the other of the elementary
Thousands of pupils are
qualities. They either have a faulty ear or they play them music to play totally u
without the necessary sense of rhythm, or elBe they, per¬ and progress.
haps, lack that greatest of all virtues: sonl!
Their
It is in this very selectio
performance sparkles, but leaves yon cold!
really good teacher demon
And, again, we have piano players who play with the the proper selection of m
greatest expression, with transporting eloquence, bat importance to the progress
they have not that technique which must always depend selection of medicine by a
upon a certain happy anatomical construction of arms properly selected music spo
and hands.
thoroughly as an imprope
But, no matter how richly or how poorly the blessings need not prove that either
of talent may have been bestowed upon a child, it re¬ prove of the greatest conse
mains a fact that a really fine teacher can, in most cases,
It is a self-understood fru
produce astonishing results with even ordinarily gifted always insist upon: “All
children.
only daring lesson, bat als
The first great fundamental principle toward musical cial attention must also be
education is: “ Practice slowly—as slow as possible!” Juvenile pnpils love to use
The aim of the very first piano lessons consists in the piano that brilliancy o
familiarizing thepnpil with the keyboard. We have to cover up a multitude of
told him to ta’kehis place exactly in front of its middle shonld not nee the pedal a
octave, sitting neither too high nor/too low bo that the instruction, and, after that
natural position of the third finger of his right hand lies with given signs and unde
immediately over the A in the second space, Treble Clef. of the teacher.
The greatest attention must be paid that the pupil always
We have many excellen
maintains this central position. From here the mechan¬ cnlt to say which of them
ical and intellectual work, which we call piano-playing, at the desired result in a
is commenced and advanced. Now the hand is to
comprehend the “ A, B, C,” of the. piano!
To correspond with the five-fingers we-select a diatonic

pupil will learn something
them. Bnt we may asse
“6tudes” comprise the
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There are few really good collections of easy in¬
structive music. This album will be welcome as
supplying a need with most teachers., They are
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. AH
are closely fingered and edited. We consider that
the collection cannot
excelled for formative
pieces..’ ’
.
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ought to be played early, and in no instance what¬
ever before any other author, as I saw it men¬
tioned in one of the latest publications on piano
playing. Mendelssohn and Mozart belong to the
second period of piano tuition, as do Clement! and
Kublairs sonatas, some of the little pieees of
Schumann, the little preludes of Bach and little
fugue of Has? del belong to the first. I may btrtcTcr
exclusive in this matter, but I venture also tqkdvise that of the sonatas of Mozart, only whatTis
necessary to lead to the study of those of Beethoven,
should be played ; my reason for this being that
too much of Mozart may cause a habit of phrasing
of a limited nature, incompatible with the large
phrasing required to play Beethoven; and that
the too long drawn sweetness of Mozart, like all
sweet things, is apt to become cloying. I do not
intend to make an analysis of the great masters.
I shall only add that all of them ought by degrees
to be surely and well-known. They are the base
of the true musician as the study of the classics is
of the truly intellectual man. It must he consid¬
ered also tnat Fashion (although it may be an ugly
word to use) hag a sway in music, and certain
things which were played twontyor thirty years
ago are now thought to be old-fashioned. Hum¬
mel, Haydn, and even Handel’s works for the
piano are rarely heard now. The piano works of
Weber have a more or less' spark of theatrical
light in them, and only his sonatas and concertos
appear now and then in modern programmes,
•liven of the melodious Schubert, besides his im¬
promptus, fantasia in C, and his melodies tran¬
scribed by Liszt, little else is played. The reign
of the transcriptions is also happily at an end.
Herz is forgotten, and Thalberg is nearly in a
corner. Liszt’s opera transcriptions are still
amongst the showy pieces of a few, but the
master himself repudiates''them; They may be
useful to develop tlie fingers, but I do not think
they will improve the taste of the musician. I
must confess that with the exception of the
“Variations Serieuses” of Mendelssohn, Beetho¬
ven’s Variations, “"and Schumann’s Opus 13, I
have a great horror of variations, and this may
account for my views on the subject.
What then ought to be played ? A little of
every body^and all that is possible of Beethoven
and Bach, dementi’s Gradus ad Parnassum; and
Handel’s. Fugues will be a fair preparation to
Bach’s forty-eight preludes and fugues.
As- for Chop!n tbj^amateur’s ambition ought to

Kreisleriana., fantasi
pages of ancient histo
The works of Lisz
are quite out of the re
expect only a finish
thoroughly.— M. L. G
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comprise an original system for the development
of a complete technic, from the beginner to the
finished artist.
are:

Its distinguishing characteristics

An active use of the pupil’s mind in techni¬

cal work, with the resultant rapid and thorougl
development; the application of accents, thi
developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch
that leads to every variety of tone color and dynamic quantity, and an effective system of velocity
practice that secures the necessary facility and,
speed of execution.

All of which is applied to

the artistic and expressive rendition of musical
compositions.

They are printed in separate vol¬

umes, in order to enable teachers who are still
dependent upon some other system of technics to
add to their present stock the particular part of
Mason’s System which they happen to need
Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly
in their estimation of the relative value of the
four elements in Mason’s System, and the publi¬
cation in separate volumes is intended to enable
every one to select the particular part he desires.
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The value of the Principle of Accentuation ap¬
plied to Exercises is now so generally recognized
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All that we have said in our announcements of the companion books
the music selected. They a
(Fols. 1 and 2 for High Voice) applies with equal force to this collection
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Popular English Songs and Ballads for Low Voice, Vol. 1, contains
reached perfection—and it c
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Deep in the Mine....................Jude
Down in the Depths of the Sea ....
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For a Dream’s Sake.................Oomm,
• Forge (The)...................Wotmt
Gate (The) of Heaven..... .T....„„i.Tours
Golden Harvest..
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Kingdom (The) of Love..Bodnog
Loyal Death......Stainer
Mighty (The) Deep.......... Jude
Mona...;.........~..Adams
Our Last Waltz.
...Moitoy
Out on the Deep.......;..............X0ftr
Outpost (The)... ....;....Mmmti
Over the Harbor Bar.
......Marhs
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^Soldier’s (The) Dream.....,....Sodmg
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Thy. King...;.........
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When Daylight Fades .........Jfofr
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upon' it. At the same time it is musically interesting
to the pupil. The left haiid has an opportunity to
acquire equality and smoothness ,
1416. Ernst, Theo. O. Bmilynne. Valse
Caprice. Grade V,..
This is smother waltz worthy of concert use. It is
very different from the preceding, although in the
same key (E fiat). An enharmonic change to five
sharps ushers in an interesting theme in which a
crisp staccato touch is brought into play. The piece
should be on every teacher’s list.
1417. Spindler, - Fa Op.
249, No. 20.
Trumpeter’s Serenade, Grade II..
A good two-page piece for younger pupils. Bright,
pretty,- and instructive may be ’ mentioned as its
characteristics.
1418. Swaim, L. A
Op. 3, No. L Playful
Zephyr. Grade III...........
Combines finger, hand, and arm touches and will be
of service both for teaching and parlor use. The
themes are bright and the piece is of good length,
neither too long nor too short.
1419. Wilm, N. Von. Op. 12, No. 3. Vil¬
lage Musicians. Grade II.
Tlisse village musicians indulge in rather better
music than do some others we have heard of. This is
a useful and pretty teaching piece for young pnpUs.
1420. Nurnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 2. Santa
Claus March. Grade II....
A good march; will help to cultivate musical taste
in young pupils. It is rather advanced for Grade II
in certain respects, requiring considerable training in
third and sixth playing.
1421. Heins, Oarl.
Doll’s Cradle Song.
Grade II.................................... ......
A very pretty w-gdte song. ,'The melody is bright
and given alternately to right and left hands. A good ,
piece to use in the earlystages of teaching discrimina-'
tive touch.
1422. Nurnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 1. Merry
Children’s Dance.
Grade II......
A sprightly waltz, within the technic of young
pupils, which when played up to tempo will make the
eyes sparkle.
1423. Heins, Oarl. Dance of the Bears.
Grade II..... ....
A jolly dance In two-four time in' G minor. A
good study, and musical as well.
1424. Heins; Oarl. Merriment. Grade II...
A well-named piece, as its character, is jolly meririment. This setof pieces, edited by H. C. MacDougal,
are annotated, and are to be commended for their
value in the easy ^rade to which they are assigned.
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Studied the invention privately w

Frftulein Mathilde Buediger desire-,
engagements for Lecture Kecitals and
(also to collegers, conservatories, music
\ Address: Moiiic Hall Building, Boo
V-Private lessons as well aa in classes
advanced students.
Fraulein Bnediger’s modified finge
musician in this country with the long
invention.
Finest testimonials and excellent c
abroad.

This new bookjs a great advance on anything hereto¬
fore published in this line. It gives a practical and
easily understood presentation of every writable thing
in the notation of mnsic. The book abounds in new
and ingenious features to interest the pupil. Every im¬
portant subject is treated from so many sides that even
the dullest pupil can easily understand the subject under
consideration. It is thorough, clear in explanations
edward Bax
and helps, and particularly practical in the directness
Gonqert Pianist
with which it exhausts each fact presented. Any pnpil
LsctureEsdtels
at Schools and M
who faithfully works out its exercises will be a correct
and rapid reader of music, instrumental or vocal.
Address: Care Ditson & Co., 4

THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher,
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In Voice Culture and Artistic
Metho

EASY METHOD
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Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Sig. Anto

JAMES :M.

LEIP8IO AND WE

PIANIST,TEACHE
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860.00 for twenty one-hour lessons. 8
.'
Anna
37 Fort Avenue, or Chlckering'

MR. PERLEE
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This Beginners’ Instruction Book is a thor¬
oughly practical work. Every exercise has been
tested for years in actual practice. It contains
everything a progressive teacher might desire.
There is nothing antiquated, nothing difficult,
nothing dull.
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Studio 8, Carnegie Music
. Ifew xorh,
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TEACHERS

for every department of Instructio
Bureau, Memphis, Tenn. Large n
the best schools of the South and Sou

7. Song Without Words. (2 B).
40
(2 B).
40
9. Autumn Song. (2 B).
26
10. Hunting Song. (2 B).. .
40
Longo, Alex. Op. 7.
No. 1. Song of Spring. (3 A).
40
2. The Little Soldier. March. (2 C).
36
3. Good Morning. (BA).
25
4. Gavotte Facile. (3 A)..
406. Menuet Enfantin. (3 A).. ’ 40
6. Pifferata. (3 A)...
35*
Lynes, Frank, Op. 14. Bagatelles. Ten Melo¬
dious Sketches.
No. 1. The Mill Wheel. E. (2 C).................
26 ADDRESS PUBLISHER,
2. Mazurka Tyrolienne. F. (2 B)..
35
, 3. The Hunter’s Song. F. (2 A)..
26
4. The Harlequin. March. A. (2 B).
26
5. Oo the Lake. Barcarolle. F. (3 A)...
35 1708 CHESTNUT ST.,
6. The Marionettes. Waltz. G. (1 B)..„
35
7. Solitude. Nocturne. G (2 B).
40
8. Tarantella. A. min. (2 B).
40
9. Columbine. Gavotte. G. (2 B).
25
10. Theme and Variations. G. (2 A).
35
Morley, Chas. Op. 99. Flowers of the Ball.
LIFE SIZE, 22
Six easy Dances, without octaves.
, No. 1. Tea Rose. March. (2 A).
25 Price $1.00.- Postage a
2. Jessamine. Polka. (2 A).:.
25
“ $5.00, withi Fram
3. Mignonette. Polka Mazurka. (2 A)....
25
Packed tb go by Ex
- 4. Maybells. Schottisehe. (2 A).
25
5. Violet. Waltz. (2 A)...
25
The following are now rea
6. Pink. Galop. (2B).
25
Morey, Fred L. Op. 34. A Summer Holiday.
BEETHOTEI MEM)
No. 1. Away to the Woods. G. (IB)........,.,.
35
WAGNEB, HANDE
2. Mid Leafy Boughs. Waltz. C. (1 B).. -35
3. In the Boat. G. (IB).,,...
35
SGHUBEBT,
4. The Merry Dance. Galop. F. (1 B)..
36
OTHBBB T
6. In the Swing. C. (2 A)....,
35
The
elegant
portraits
hav
Schytt4, L. Op. 76. Six Sonatinas in Modem Style.
No. 1. In C. (2 A)......
6k tion wherever introduced.
2. In G. (2 A)..
65 was $4.50 each, without fr
3. InD. (2 A)...
...
65 elegant Studio, Music Room
4. In F. (3 A).
65
Address THEO
PRESS
5. In C. (2 B)....
75
6. In A minor. (3 A).;.
75
8. Humoresque.
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